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I agreed. After some time, a Mercedes Benz taxi came trundling along. We negotiated with the driver and a
fare was agreed. Though probably only the equivalent of three or four US dollars, I was running short of
funds, and I knew this would put pressure on me to get immediate lifts after Dahab. I hoped to at least get to
Nuweiba (a town located some 150 km north of Sharm and about 80 km south of Eilat) the same day, if not
all the way back to Eilat.

It may sound bizarrely out of place to be taking a Mercedes taxi in the desert, but this, and others I had seen
at the time, were not exactly luxury models. They were Mercs, to be sure, but ramshackle old models which
had obviously seen better days. After about 20 minutes, our taxi stopped for a Bedouin at the side of the
road, and his goat. This was the only occasion in my life I have ever taken a taxi with a goat. Thankfully (as it
was right next to me), it was toilet trained, and it also did not get frightened or agitated at being in a taxi.
Perhaps it was a regular taxi passenger.

We got out at the junction of the road to Dahab, which lay on the coast several kilometres away. Without a
word, the American backpackers immediately began walking towards the village, stopped after about 20
paces, and, in unison, looked back in my direction. "You coming?" the blond-haired guy asked. 

"No, I've got to try to get a lift to Eilat today," I replied.

"Oh, man, you can't stay here! You're gonna freeze to death!”

I insisted that I had to at least try for a lift. I found it hard to believe there would be any great difference
between the night-time temperature where I stood and that of Dahab, which was a mere 20 or 30 minute's
walk away. I knew that the nights could be chilly in the desert; even sleeping on the beach at Naama Bay
had been quite cold just before morning. But I was a  long way south of Magen, which was also ’desert’ and
not extremely cold at night. And God knew how much further south I was than Leeds! I was almost in the
tropics, and that knowledge afforded me psychological protection against any threat of the cold. Apart from
that consideration, there was still an hour or so of daylight, and I had to try my best to get a lift.

I noticed two young men - apparently Sephardi Jews (those with a Middle-Eastern or North African heritage,
as opposed to the Ashkenazi, who have European heritage) and brothers - lying by the side of the road, their
baggage serving as pillows. I took my place five or six metres behind them (further along the road in the
direction we wanted to travel).  They conversed quietly in Hebrew,  and ‘Tel  Aviv’  came up repeatedly;  I
wondered if they were settlers saying goodbye to the Sinai, to try their luck in the big city? A few minutes
later, a truck arrived. Following the Hitch-hiker’s Code, I didn’t attempt to flag it down, but left it to them. The
truck stopped, they climbed in, and left.

Of course, good hitch-hikers everywhere abide by the unwritten Hitch-hikers’ Code, which prohibits you from
trying to jump ahead of hikers already ensconced by the roadside waiting for a lift when you arrive there. In
Israel, there was at this time an additional sub-clause to this ‘regulation’: In all cases, soldiers had priority. So
if you arrived at a roadside spot, and a soldier arrived after you, you were obliged to give way to the new
arrival. In any case, there was no point in trying to place yourself ahead of a soldier; any Jewish driver who
stopped would ignore your presence entirely if there was a soldier looking for a lift and have no extra room
for  you.  This  was not  something  I  really  objected  to,  because  in  the  1980s,  hitch-hiking  in  Israel  was
generally very, very easy, and long waits were extremely rare. With its small territory, Israel doesn't have an
extensive domestic passenger air travel network, and at that time, the country’s railway network was very
rudimentary; the only service of any significance being the coastal line. That left buses and hitch-hiking as
the  main  ways  of  getting around,  with  hitching  being preferred  most  of  the  time by  shoestring  kibbutz
volunteer travellers like myself. 

After the two brothers had left, the place was very quiet, almost silent. I assumed that the reason they had
been lying on the ground when I arrived was this lack of traffic. I had to wait at least 10 minutes before the
next vehicle arrived. 

The thing about the location which made the deepest impression was that although visibility was good, and
with no vegetation in the way it was possible to see miles down the road, I could hear vehicles - mostly
lorries - before I could actually see them.



And so I became aware of the approach of the first vehicle long before I actually had to stand up, and put my
thumb out for a lift. After that long wait, it drove straight passed me! So did the next half-dozen vehicles. This
I felt to be very unusual for Israel, and seeing free seats in the vehicles I even wondered how the drivers
could ignore me in a place like this? But night fell without a lift. Finally, I pulled my sleeping bag out and
prepared for a night at the roadside. At least, I told myself, I would be in prime position for a lift the next
morning. If hitching in the Sinai was so much more difficult than in Israel proper, I didn’t want to risk other
hitch-hikers arriving and getting ahead of me. 

As mentioned before, on a couple of occasions the nights on the beach at Naama Bay got quite chilly just
before dawn, though it was still possible to sleep. But here, I found myself, incredibly (or so it seemed to me
at the time) unable to stay warm even fully clothed in my sleeping bag. To make matters worse, a biting wind
picked up. I ended up huddling myself into a large crack in a rock formation a few metres from the road, fully
clothed, with my sheepskin jacket over the sleeping bag and my holdall over the sheepskin jacket to block
the wind. Eventually, everything I had with me was there, blocking the wind and the cold, and still it was too
cold to sleep. I had never spent such a cold night in the Negev or anywhere else in Israel and I had to clench
my knees to my shoulders and breath as deeply as I could just to stay warm.


